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ABSTRACT
�ere are an increasing number of neuromorphic hardware plat-
forms designed to e�ciently support neural network inference
tasks. However, many applications contain structured processing
in addition to classi�cation. Being able to map both neural network
classi�cation and structured computation onto the same platform
is appealing from a system design perspective. In this paper, we
perform a case study on mapping the feature extraction stage of
pedestrian detection using Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG)
onto a neuromophic platform. We consider three implementations:
one that approximates HoG using neuromorphic intrinsics, one
that emulates HoG outputs using a trained network, and one that
allows feature extraction to be absorbed into classi�cation. �e
proposed feature extraction methods are implemented and eval-
uated on neuromorphic hardware (IBM Neurosynaptic System).
Our study shows that both a designed approximation and a ”par-
roted” emulation can achieve similar accuracy, and that the la�er
appears to be�er capitalize on limited training and resource budgets,
compared to the absorbed approach, while also being more power
e�cient than the programmed approach by a factor of 6.5x-208x.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research into systems supporting classi�cation, recognition, and
other tasks via neural network inference is experiencing an explo-
sion of interest. Due to many formulations of computing these
inferences having the acceleration-opportunity trifecta of being
highly structured, highly parallel, and highly local, many neural
network accelerators and neuromorphic hardware platforms have
been proposed [7, 12–14]. In general, these specialized hardware
accelerators have highly parallel processing units, specialized func-
tionality in each unit, and are optimized for primitives that reduce
data movement between memory and processing elements, thereby
making them very e�cient at performing classi�cation tasks com-
pared to traditional CPUs and GPUs.

Much of the work on systems designed to accelerate arti�cial
neural networks, in part because of the presumed opacity of internal
features, and in part because of how successful the platforms have
proved to be as e�cient classi�cation engines, has focused either on
the training and inference of large networks in order to provide clas-
si�cations from raw inputs, or on training more modest networks
to classify the output of structured feature extractors. However,
the same primitives that are used to accelerate inference can also
be leveraged for other tasks. For instance, work has been done
showing how the IBM neurosynaptic system (TrueNorth) [3, 13], a
power-e�ciency oriented neuromorphic hardware platform using
digital spikes for signals, can be used to implement highly e�cient
audio feature extraction [17, 18], in addition to classi�cation tasks.
�e capability for implementing both e�cient feature extraction
and an e�cient classi�cation on the same platform is very com-
pelling from a systems integration perspective.

In this paper, we perform a case study on pedestrian detection to
explore the uses of neuromorphic hardware beyond pure classi�ca-
tion tasks and the e�ectiveness of imposing explicit structure and
semantics on the training process for a neuromorphic classi�cation
system. We target the IBMNeurosynaptic System [3, 13] as our neu-
romorphic platform of choice, but our high-level design approaches
are broadly applicable to many neuromorphic platforms. Figure 1
shows the high level �ow for a pedestrian detection task based on
using the histogram-of-oriented-gradients (HoG) [8] feature rep-
resentation and how this feature extraction could be pursued on
a neuromorphic platform. We consider three di�erent design ap-
proaches for mapping HoG to a neuromorphic substrate, namely a
programmed approach using approximations of HoG computation
components built from neuromorphic primitives (NApprox), a net-
work trained to mimic HoG outputs (Parrot), and feature extraction
fundamentally entangled with the process of end-to-end classi�-
cation (Absorbed). We compare all of the approaches against an
FPGA-based baseline [1]. �e contributions of this paper include:
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Figure 1: Pedestrian detection �ow using HoG depicting
multiple approaches for implementing feature extraction.
In addition to an FPGA baseline implementation of HoG
feature extraction, we consider approximation using neuro-
morphic primitives, parroting the output of an HoG extrac-
tor with a neural network, and a monolithic classi�cation
network approach wherein feature extraction is absorbed
into the classi�er.

• We show that the precision-recall curves for NApprox are
comparable to those of the baseline FPGA system when
using an equivalent FPGA classi�er, and that NApprox and
Parrot produce comparable curves when using an equiva-
lent state of the art neuromorphic classi�er [11], demon-
strating that all three of these approaches produce similar
quality features.

• We show that, while NApprox and Parrot produce similar
quality results, Parrot uses between 6.5x-208x less power.
�is indicates that trained mimicry can potentially be used
to map key components in a �ow onto a neuromorphic
platform much more e�ciently than direct programmatic
emulation via neuromorphic intrinsics. At the same time,
the di�culty seen in training convergence in the Absorbed
approach, when given the same resources as Parrot, indi-
cates the value of imposing some degree of structure, even
within a learned-model approach, targeting a neuromor-
phic platform.

• Parrot HoG operates with stochastic input signals, and gen-
erates output each clock tick. �erefore, the representation
of the signals and features can be as simple as 1-spike with
the probability proportional to the value. In that case, the
throughput of a single parrot HoG module can be boosted
up to 1000 cells/sec, leading to a low system power con-
sumption 192mW for the full-HD @ 26 f ps .

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Pedestrian Detection with HoG
Pedestrian detection is a classic problem in the �eld of computer
vision [9]. It has been shown that a human’s salient features can
be su�ciently represented by gradient orientations within spatial
relationships to detect people within images [8], leading to the
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Figure 2: Pixel structure to illustrate gradient computation

development of HoG variants as feature descriptors. Furthermore,
it is possible to map the primitives of HoG e�ciently to lower
precision and approximate versions of its component operations,
which has spurred deployment of HoG on embedded systems [1, 16].

State of the art HoG approaches are heuristic methods consisting
of the following procedures: color-space adjustments, gradient
computation, orientation votes in cells, contrast normalization over
spatial blocks, feature collection over a window, and classi�cation
with respect to scoring from a trained model. Gradient computation
starts with dividing the image to cells of size 8× 8 pixels. Following
this, the algorithm can be broken down into the following steps, all
of them pertaining to one cell at a time:

(i) Gradient vector: A discrete derivative mask is applied on
the cell in order to compute the gradient. It was concluded
that a centered, 1-d point derivative ([-1,0,1]) gave the most
optimal performance. �e result is the derivative of the
image in the x- and y-direction at every pixel. �is is
equivalent to:
Ix = Pixel5 − Pixel3 and Iy = Pixel1 − Pixel7
in Figure 2.

(ii) Computation of the gradient angle and magnitude: A�er
�nding the x and y derivatives, the angle and magnitude
of the gradient are calculated at every pixel.

(iii) �e orientations of the pixels are then binned in a his-
togram. �e binning is typically done by the gradient
magnitude at the pixel, with the bin width being evenly
spaced at 20°, over 0°- 180°or 0°to 360°.

�e feature descriptor of an image is obtained by concatenating the
histogram of all the cells of the image.

2.2 IBM Neurosynaptic System
For our neuromorphic platform, we target the TrueNorth chip [3,
13]. TrueNorth combines event-driven communication with col-
located memory and computation to build a highly parallel non-
von Neumann architecture. �e architectural abstraction can be
represented as a large-scale, extremely low power, spiking neural
network. �e basic building block in a single TrueNorth chip is
called a neurosynaptic core. Each neurosynaptic core consists of
256 axons (input lines), 256 neurons (output lines) and 256 × 256
synapses represented by a crossbar connection ensuring full con-
nectivity between neurons and axons of a single neurosynaptic
core. A single TrueNorth chip comprises 4096 neurosynaptic cores
and thus a total of 1million neurons and 256million synapses. Con-
nectivity on the TrueNorth chip can be seen as two layered. First is
the local connectivity within the neurosynaptic core and on top of
that is a global, distributed on chip and o� chip interconnect which
wires multiple cores. A neuron can be connected to an axon on
the same core (local, intra-core) or on another core (long-distance,
inter-core). A TrueNorth core consumes ∼ 16 µW (66mW for 4096
cores @ 0.8 V ). Detailed description can be found in [3–5]



�e function of each crossbar in a TrueNorth core is the inner
product of the input vector, 256 elements of binary value indicating
whether there is an incoming spike from the axon, and the weight
matrix, 256 × 256 elements of weights corresponding to the axon.
More speci�cally, the corresponding weight of a crossbar point is
determined by a 1-bit connectivity indicator, and the look-up table
with 4-entries each neuron, respect to the four possible axon-types
labeled on each axon. �e neurons in the core update the mem-
brane potentials with the inner-products, and �re if the membrane
potential exceed the threshold (plus a random number, if stochastic
mode is enabled).

Corelets [4], abstract the con�guration of the TrueNorth net-
work and specify the number of cores, neuron and axon types, and
connectivity all encapsulated into one model. �e corelet program-
ming can be hierarchical: a main corelet consists of a number of
subcorelets, which perform small portions of the overall operation.
�e corelet programming environment provides the conversion of
the corelet objects into model �les runnable on both the TrueNorth
hardware and a validated simulator (1:1 mapping).

Instead of programming the detailed con�gurations of the hard-
ware, IBM provides another design approach: the energy-e�cient
deep neuromorphic network (Eedn) [11]. Eedn is a TrueNorth-
speci�c, CNN-like network that uses back-propagation to update
the weights of the hidden layers during training. �e di�erence
between Eedn and traditional convolutional networks lies in the
weights, neuron representation and the grouping of �lters and lay-
ers. �e weights in Eedn maintain a high precision hidden value
during trainingwhich are thenmapped to one of the trinaryweights
(−1, 0, 1) during network operation. �e neurons in Eedn are spik-
ing neurons which have a threshold activation function. �us, the
derivative of this function is approximated for training. Lastly, Eedn
partitions layers and the corresponding �lters into multiple groups
to ensure the �lters are sized such that they can be implemented
using the 256 × 256 TrueNorth core crossbars.

2.3 Feature Extraction on TrueNorth
While most prior work utilizing TrueNorth has focused on its use
as a classi�er, some e�orts have mapped more structured compu-
tations to the platform. Tsai et al. [17, 18] constructed a feature
extractor out of TrueNorth primitives that performed audio feature
extraction to replace an o�-chip feature extractor and evaluated
multiple implementations on the TrueNorth platform. However,
prior work has not considered the multiple design paradigms of
approximated, parroted, and absorbed feature extraction, the cross-
comparison of which is a primary focus of this work.

3 DESIGN PARADIGMS FOR
NEUROMORPHIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

Mapping traditional compute-intensive algorithms onto TrueNorth,
amidst constraints of accuracy and performance, presents a num-
ber of interesting trade-o�s. To gain insights into how best to map
structured computations onto a neuromorphic platform, we imple-
ment feature extraction on TrueNorth using three distinct design
paradigms, each of which we detail below.

Operation Original Computation TrueNorth Computation

Gradient vector
Using �lters

(-1 0 1) & (-1 0 1)'
Result: Ix and Iy

Using �lters
(-1 0 1),(1 0 -1),
(-1 0 1)', (1 0 -1)'

Result: Ix, -Ix, Iy, -Iy
(Pattern Matching)

Gradient Angle θ = tan−1 IxIy

θ for which
(Ixcosθ + Iysinθ )
is maximum.
(Comparison)

Gradient
Magnitude

√
I2x + I

2
y

(Ixcosθ + Iysinθ )
(Inner Product)

Histogram

Binned by
magnitude, either
choosing 9 bins
from 0 to 180
or 18 bins

from 0 to 360.

Binned by count,
with 18 bins
from 0 to 360.

(Inner Product)

Table 1: HoG implementation: Conventional v.s. approxi-
mation for TrueNorth

3.1 NApprox: HoG using TrueNorth Primitives
As discussed in the previous section, certain operations on the
TrueNorth chip can be done with high speed and low cost. In par-
ticular, the inner product operation is very e�cient on TrueNorth,
as are pa�ern matching and comparison operations. However, im-
plementing exact, full precision versions of any given part of the
HoG pipeline on TrueNorth is cumbersome at best. �us, we con-
struct an approximate HoG feature extraction pipeline by building
an approximate version of each of the four major components of
the HoG �ow out of primitives e�cient on TrueNorth.

Table 1 illustrates the primary components in the remapping
from the HoG algorithm onto TrueNorth in terms of their math-
ematical expressions and underlying TrueNorth primitives. �e
gradient vector is found by performing low precision pa�ern match-
ing. Furthermore, the expression (Ixcosθ + Iysinθ ) is equivalent to
the magnitude of the gradient. �is form can be e�ciently mapped
on to the hardware. �e gradient angle is the direction in which
the gradient is dominant. �e angle can, therefore, be found by
evaluating the magnitude in di�erent directions, and �nding the
one in which the magnitude is maximum. �e resultant angles are
binned in the histogram.

To validate this mapping approach, and to gain insights into
features speci�c to True North versus more broadly applicable to
other neuromorphic platforms, we also developed a so�ware model
that operates equivalently to the NApprox HoG on TrueNorth. In
testing with a thousand training images from the INRIA Person
Dataset [8], the outputs of the hardware implementation and so�-
ware model achieved over 99.5% correlation when con�gured to
operate with the same quantization width. Building the so�ware
model allows us to explore a variety of quantization options be-
yond those currently available on the True North platform, and
thus perform more direct comparisons with other implementation
alternatives.

3.2 Parrot-HoG
Instead of implementing feature extraction by programming the
detailed operations, we can train a classi�er that behaves like a
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Figure 3: Randomly generated train-data for training the
feature extractor.

desired feature extractor. Prior work [10] has termed this a ”Parrot
transformation”. In an HoG feature vector, each bin has a value
correlated to the degree of the input region matching the respective
orientation. Similarly, one can construct a neural network where
the neurons of a particular class in the neural network output
the con�dence that the input data belongs to the class, thereby
producing an equivalent feature vector.

To train the classi�er to learn to produce HoG feature vectors,
we prepared randomly generated labeled training data, examples
of which are shown in Figure 3. Automatic generation of labeled
data is possible because HoG is a well-de�ned function of the in-
put pixels, in contrast with the ”pedestrian” function. Empirically,
we discovered that the initial layer in the network needed to be
provided with all 8 × 8 inputs to the cell, or else it was di�cult to
train the response to cell-level, rather than local, gradient features.
Also, we generate the training samples with di�erent ratio of 1′s
and 0′s so that the feature extractor can learn to deal with samples
with o�sets. �e samples in each class are somewhat similar to
those in the neighboring classes, so the distribution of con�dence
scores matching the HoG histograms is more important than the
particular classi�cation that would be produced if the network were
used as a classi�er.

3.3 Absorbed Features (Monolithic Classi�er)
As a �nal point of comparison, we also consider whether an explicit
feature extraction stage is valuable in a neuromorphic environment,
by examining a raw-image to classi�cation system that doesn’t
impose particular feature extraction semantics. We provide this
system with the equivalent neuromorphic platform resources to the
combined resource count of the maximum used by an extractor and
classi�er for the previous two approaches, and use the same training
set used to train the classi�er for the explicit feature extraction
designs.

4 METHODOLOGY AND VALIDATION
In order to ensure that the HoG feature extractors are producing
high quality outputs, we built support vector machine classi�ers
comparable to that used in [2] for classi�cation of FPGA-based
HoG feature extraction. Support Vector Machine models (SVMs)
are a well-known machine learning method, based on supervised
learning. Using LIBSVM [6], we trained linear SVM classi�ers from
mining hard negative examples through 2,416 positive person im-
ages and 12,180 negative images in the INRIA Person Train Dataset.
In other words, a�er the training of an SVM model is completed,

Figure 4: Comparison of pedestrian detection feature ex-
traction approaches with SVM classi�ers viamiss-rate/false-
positive curves. �e NApprox HoG performs similarly to
the traditional FPGA HoG implementation whether using
�oating-point or 64-spike precision.

we go through negative training images to �lter false positives, to
augment the SVM model as negatives.

To separate algorithmic changes in the approximated HoG ap-
proach from TrueNorth-speci�c quantization e�ects, we validated
both a high precision so�ware and low-precision TrueNorth com-
patible version of feature extraction against the precision-recall
characteristics of the FPGA approach in [2]. Figure 4 indicates that
the quality of TrueNorth NApprox HoG, high precision so�ware
NApprox HoG, and the original FPGA implementation provide com-
parable precision-recall characteristics when a resource-equivalent
SVM is used as the classi�er. More speci�cally, the con�gurations
of the compared feature extractors are as follows: FPGA-HoG is an
HoG of 9 orientation bins from [2] (weighted voting in magnitude,
�xed-point computation), NApprox(fp) is the full-precision version
of the neuromorphic primitive HoG of 18 bins (voting in counts,
�oating-point(fp) computation, and NApprox is the TrueNorth-
compatible, reduced precision implementation of NApprox(fp). All
HoGs exploit contrast normalization over 2× 2 cells in a block, and
l2norm represents the normalization using v

‖v ‖2 .
In order to adapt to TrueNorth-speci�c resource constraints, the

following changes were made to our proposed HoG schemes. First,
color channels are reduced from RGB to grayscale. To compute the
8× 8 gradient matrix for a cell described in Section 3, 10× 10 pixels
are fed to HoG. A weighted voting is conducted among 18 orien-
tation bins. However, aliasing1 is ignored to satisfy consistency
in approximation designs. Assuming overlapped spatial blocks in
contrast normalization, we set 2 × 2 cells to a block with striding a
cell in both vertical and horizontal way. As a result, providing each
HoG window with 64×128 pixels, we create 7,560(= 7×15×18×4)
feature elements for each training image.

1Discrete orientation bins cannot exactly represent an angular orientation between
two neighbored bins. To mitigate aliasing, a bilinear interpolation can be considered
as a weighted voting in magnitude [8].



We use the INRIA Person Test Dataset [8] as test cases. Each
SVM model infers person detection from 15 HoG windows, where
each window size increases by 1.1×. As a result, we can have
tens of thousands of detection windows in a full-HD (1920 × 1080)
image. �e detection windows are then narrowed by performing
non-maximum suppression (NMS) with ϵ = 0.2 [8]. Detection
candidates are evaluated as a function of false positives per image
versus miss rate as proposed by Dollar et al [9], which is a proxy
for precision-recall curves. In determining true positives, the ratio
of a detection’s overlapped region to ground truth images has to
be larger than or equal to 0.5. Otherwise, detection is regarded as a
false positive.

5 RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the extracted HoG features using the
classi�er running on neuromorphic hardware, in order to showcase
end-to-end pedestrian detection system performance. In contrast to
traditional so�ware and FPGA approaches, performing normaliza-
tion is costly on the TrueNorth platform. �erefore, the experiments
elide block normalization when using the neuromorphic classi�er.

5.1 Accuracy Analysis
We use the same Eedn network for the three cases: monolithic NN
(absorbed features), NApprox HoG, and Parrot HoG. We design
an 18-layer Eedn classi�er, using 2864 cores, for the pedestrian
detection on extracted HoG features. We design another 2-layer
Eedn classi�er for the Parrot HoG feature extraction, using 8 cores
for each cell of 8 × 8 pixels (in total, 1024 cores for a window of
64 × 128 pixels). Combining the two Eedn networks, 3888 cores are
used.

For the monolithic (absorbed) approach depicted at the top of
Figure 1, the Eedn network with the combined network structure
(3888 core) was trained as a single network by back-propagation.
�e resultant network always makes blind decisions (all-positive or
all-negative), meaning that this combination of network con�gura-
tion and training set do not converge to a useful learned response.
Note that similar pixel-to-classi�cation networks using Eedn have
been successfully trained for vision tasks [11] within single-chip
resource budgets, albeit for lower resolution inputs. We therefore
suspect that the network over-�ts due to the training set used being
insu�cient for the size of network needed to process 64 by 128
pixel inputs. However, the same set of training images is su�cient
to train the 2864 core Eedn classi�ers (iso-resource) for both the
Parrot and NApprox HoG approaches, both of which produce HoG
features from the same 64 by 128 pixel inputs.

Figure 5 shows the miss rate versus false positive curves for the
Parrot (32-spike stochastic coding) and NApprox HoGs with Eedn
classi�ers. NApprox and Parrot have very similar miss rate versus
false positive tradeo�s, implying that they produce features of simi-
lar quality. Importantly, however, the Parrot HoG uses substantially
fewer resources than NApprox to achieve similar quality feature
extraction.

5.2 Power E�ciency
For a full-HD image, we use sliding windows in six di�erent scales
(1.1× between each scaling layers). In each of the scaling layers, we

Figure 5: Comparison of pedestrian detection approaches
with Eedn classi�ers. �e HoG feature extraction ap-
proaches, NApprox and Parrot, perform similarly despite di-
vergent resource usage.

process in cells of 8×8 pixels, resulting in the number of cells in each
layer being {240×135, 160×90, 106×60, 71×40, 47×26, 31×17}, a to-
tal of 57749 cells per image. For throughput equivalent to prior HD
approaches utilizing recon�gurable hardware of 26 f ps [1], the sys-
tem should have an overall throughput of 1.5million cells/second.

For the NApprox design, we use clock signals to accumulate
the weighted sum for multiple clock ticks (usually 1ms per tick)
in the membrane potentials, so that we can provide more precise
inner-product results. �e input signals to the NAapprox HoG are
encoded in 64−spike representation (6−bit �xed-point resolution).
�erefore, a single NApprox HoG module, using 26 TrueNorth
cores, can provide a throughput of 15 cells/sec. Accordingly, the
NApprox approach for full-HD images @ 26 f ps requires a very
large number of cores (nearly 650 TrueNorth chips) and would
consume 40W . �us, while we show that it is possible to utilize
such a programmatic approach on a neuromorphic platform, it is
not always the most practical deployment option.

For the parrot HoG, we consider design options for the precision
of the input representation from 32−spikes to 1−spike in stochastic
coding representation. Figure 6 shows the trade-o�s of precision
to classi�er accuracy. With the 32−spike signal representation,
each parrot HoG module provides a throughput of 31 cells/sec. �e
throughput can be increased to 1000 cells/sec by using 1−spike
representation. As a result, the parrot HoG approach processes the
full-HD images @ 26 f ps using a substantially smaller number of
chips, with total power of 6.15W and 192mW for 32− and 1−spike
representations, respectively.

For a comparison across designs, we synthesized the HoG mod-
ule in [1] on a Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA [20] with an IBM CAPI
interface [15] and estimated the power consumption using Xilinx
Vivado [19]. �e power for the logic part of the HoG accelerator
in isolation is reported as 1.12W . For a fair comparison to the
proposed TrueNorth systems that handles the internal signaling
and data movement, the system level consumption of the FPGA
approach which contains the peripherals, such as clocking and



Approach Signal resolution Power Estimation
High-precision HoG

on FPGA [1] 16-bit Logic only: 1.12 W
System: 8.6 W

NApprox HoG
on TrueNorth

64-spike
(6-bit)

40 W
≈ 650 TrueNorth chips

Parrot HoG
on TrueNorth

32-spike
(5-bit) 6.15 W

4-spike
(2-bit) 768 mW

1-spike
(1-bit) 192 mW

Table 2: Estimated power consumption for HoG feature ex-
traction approaches: FPGA (baseline), NApprox (direct pro-
grammatic mapping of HoG algorithm via synaptic core in-
trinsics), and Parrot (trained neural network approximation
of HoG).

Figure 6: Classi�er accuracy andmiss ratewith di�erent rep-
resentation for the validation set of training data.

CAPI interfaces, is reported as 8.6 W . Table 2 shows the com-
parison among the feature extraction approaches. Low precision
Parrot HoG encodings produce su�ciently high quality output at
substantially lower power requirements.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented two di�erent explicit feature extraction ap-
proaches on the TrueNorth neuromorphic platform. We show that
a mimicry approach can provide equivalent result quality to one
using cra�ed intrinsics while using fewer resources and 6.5x-208x
less power. Moreover, we present results that imply that HoG using
the Parrot paradigm can be trained with a smaller training set and
classi�er than a monolithic classi�er that absorbs feature extraction.
�is indicates that explicitly mapping at least some portion of fea-
ture extraction tasks to neuromorphic platforms is both possible and
even sometimes preferable. Compared to prior recon�gurable ap-
proaches, neuromorphic feature extraction can produce competitive
quality-power trade-o�s while o�ering integration of both extrac-
tion and classi�cation tasks in a single platform. �e partitioned
CNNs developed in this work are prototypical implementations of
applying structure within a learned model approach suitable for
neuromorphic platforms, and optimization of the combined Parrot
HoG and Eedn network designs for be�er power e�ciency, as well
as the thorough exploration of monolithic approaches, for more
direct comparison, are subjects of our future work.
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